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COMPUTER CABLES
Allen Tel s selection of molded and com-
pletely shielded computer cables, when
used to tie together the various compo-
nents of a system or network, assures the
user of error-free and trouble-free long
term service. Each cable is effectively
shielded against both electromagnetic and

MONITOR CABLES
Cables terminated at each end in DB9-type
connectors either male or female as indi-
cated below; they are normally used
between a monitor and computer assembly. 
The GBDB9MF 5-foot cable and the
GBDB9MF 10-foot cable are both terminat-
ed in male to female connectors. The 10-foot
GBDB9MM is terminated male to male.

PRINTER CABLES
8 or 15-foot cables with DB25 male and
CN36 terminations. For use as printer
cables for IBM PC, PS/2 or Apple IIE
computers.

PRINTER CABLE
A 6-foot cable with DB9 to DB25 termina-
tions.  Used as a printer cable between a
MAC computer and a serial printer.

GENERAL USE CABLES
GBDB25MF-3

- DB25M  to DB25F.  3 Ft.

GBDB25MF-5
- DB25M  to DB25F.  5 Ft.

GBDB25MF-10
- DB25M  to DB25F.  10 Ft.

GBDB25MF-15
- DB25M  to DB25F.  15 Ft.

GBDB25MF-25
- DB25M  to DB25F.  25 Ft.

GBDB25MF-35
- DB25M  to DB25F.  35 Ft.

GBDB25MF-50
- DB25M  to DB25F.  50 Ft.

radio frequency interference by means of
braided copper and aluminum foil. The
connectors and outer cable sheath are
molded and bonded together to form an
integral assembly providing added strain
relief and protection from abrasion. Easy-
grip extended thumb screws on the con-

nectors speed up installation. Conductors
are 26-gauge. Two types are available:
cables designed for interconnection
between two specific elements of a com-
puter system and cables for more general
application which are wired on a pin-to-pin
basis.

GBDB9MF-5
GBDB9MF-10
GBDB9MM-10

GBDB25MCN36M-8 (8 FT.)

GBDB25MCN36M-15 (15 FT.)

GBDB25MDB9M-6

GBDB25MM-3
- DB25M  both ends.  3 Ft.

GBDB25MM-5
- DB25M  both ends.  5 Ft.

GBDB25MM-10
- DB25M  both ends.  10 Ft.

GBDB25MM-15
- DB25M  both ends.  15 Ft.

GBDB25MM-25
- DB25M  both ends.  25 Ft.

GBDB25MM-35
- DB25M both ends.  35 Ft.

GBDB25MM-50
- DB25M both ends.  50 Ft.
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